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By choosing to use a
Decorator you will:
• Receive the most up to date information
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on the latest innovations and products

• Create the most practical and beautiful
space without making costly errors

• Visit trade houses and see new and

beautiful items which would not normally
be available to you

Styling by - Brisbane Interiors

Styling by - Assorted Spaces

• Visit an array of fabric houses, choose
and Showhomes

beautiful fabrics and have your furniture
upholstered in a special and unique way

• Receive the bonus of trade discount and access
to true and tried building professionals

• Be introduced to a range of renovating

specialists who can answer your
questions and help make your renovating
a stress-free experience.

For professional help visit
our website www.qida.com.au.
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COLONIAL

CHIC

Sophia Cameron, Principal of interior
decorating business, Sophia Madeleine,
shows us through her own home
renovation in leafy Paddington.
WORDS: Kate Carey
PHOTOGRAPHY: John Downs
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S

ophia and husband, Ben live here with their children
Jiles (11) and Skye (10), Boofi the cat and the
understatedly substantial St Bernard, Maddy.

The three year renovation project transformed a tired
and neglected pre-war Paddington boarding house into
the gorgeous, welcoming family home they have today.
Architects, Trebilcock & Associates together with builders CGH
Constructions, brought to life the Camerons’ vision of a spacious,
charming family home. Respectful to the historic Queenslander’s
long lost beginnings, the renovation recaptures the spirit of the
celebrated Paddington style.
Soaring ceilings, arching windows and soothing curves are the
recurrent architectural rhythms used throughout the detail
driven renovation. From countless vantage points throughout
the home, spectacular sight-lines are drawn though rooms
and elegantly framed doorways to the view of the garden. This
architectural feature is so visually pleasing, it creates a sense of
space, constantly connecting you to the outdoors.
Sophia, herself led the charge on the home’s interior design
and decoration. Inspired by early 20th century flamboyant
French interior designer, Madeleine Castaing, Sophia’s designs
are vibrant, interesting and full of personality. Layering textures
and colours, with interesting details that surprise and delight, the
Sophia Madeleine design aesthetic is fabulously flamboyant and
balanced with an exotic elegance.
“Our favourite space as a family is the terrace,” says Sophia,
“which is relaxed but elegant, spacious and comfortable all
year round.” The vaulted timber ceilings, cool marble stairs, lush
botanical prints, rattan furniture and patterned floor tiles from
Ceramica Senio reflect a British Colonial style which is so well
suited to the Queensland climate. “We love to entertain and
wanted our home to have various entertaining area options to
be usable regardless of weather conditions.”
In the kitchen, wildly glamorous leopard print mosaics dominate
a wall which hides any sign of appliances – all of which are
cleverly camouflaged and integrated into the natural timber
cabinetry. The kitchen is very central and extraordinarily
functional but mysteriously exotic and chic.
Separating living and bedrooms, an elegantly curved colonial
style staircase, lit naturally from a skylight, leads to the lower
level. Here are the family bedrooms and bathrooms and a kids’
living area which also comfortably accommodates visiting family
and friends.

SOPHIA’S VISION, FLAMBOYANCE
AND PENCHANT FOR BEAUTIFUL DETAIL
HAVE CREATED A WELCOMING, TIMELESS,
INTERESTING HOME FILLED WITH
NATURAL LIGHT…
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The Finishing Touch
A superb choice of exquisite
woven wallpapers and a bold
mix of prints creates plenty
of interest and personality
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An Extraordinairy Escape
Bisazza tiles, sourced from
Ceramica Senio, make a
statement in the terrace’s
fabulous flooring and on the
kitchen splashback
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European Inspired
The master bedroom, with
its floor to ceiling windows
and glamorous decor,is a
sumptuous retreat
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THE GRAND COLONIAL-STYLE ARCHITECTURE,
WITH THOSE INCREDIBLE ARCHED WINDOWS,
MAKES THE MOST OF THE VISTA IN THIS LUSH
POCKET OF PADDINGTON

The master bedroom is reminiscent of a French Riviera hotel,
with arching windows and french doors leading out onto a silver
travertine terrace overlooking the pool and the leafy valley. The
predominantly purple grasscloth wallpaper and furnishings give the
bedroom a dark and restful feel, still with lots of personality.
Outdoor entertaining centres around the swimming pool and the
LA style inspired pool house. Cool green daisy print mosaic tiles
flow onto soft faux grass which is laid up to the the water’s edge.
“The steepness of the site presented challenges and the building
works had to happen from the bottom up, starting with the pool,”
explains Sophia. “This enabled us to plan attractive direct access
down the steep slope from the front of the house to the pool,
saving guests having to go through the house to get to the pool
area.”
The collaboration of talent between architect, builder and interior
decorator has brought about a truly spectacular renovation to a
Queensland home. Sophia’s vision, flamboyance and penchant for
beautiful detail have created a welcoming, timeless, interesting home
filled with natural light and wonderful connections to the splendid
outdoors.
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Sophia Madeleine is a Paddington based interior decorating business, renowned for
working with & delighting clients with charming & vibrant possibilities that uniquely
transform residential spaces.
No matter the brief, whether large or small, well sourced textiles, wallpapers,
furniture pieces & colour advice combine to create original & timeless interiors.

Sophia Cameron | 0410 550 336 | info@sophiamadeleine.com | www.sophiamadeleine.com | instagram: sophia_madeleine_interiors

www.qida.com.au
Styling by Sophia Madeleine

e: info@qida.com.au
Styling by Marina Hirst Interiors

Benefits of using
a decorator
Decorators and Designers choose their
career because they have a natural talent
for putting decorative ideas together. Some
of them have a preferred style. Others can
put their hand to any style that is required of
them. With the knowledge they obtain from
their continuous research, their job is to help
you create the space you dream of.
By choosing to use a Decorator you will:
• Receive the most up to date information
on the latest innovations and products
• Create the most practical and beautiful
space without making costly errors
• Visit trade houses and see new and
beautiful items which would not
normally be available to you
• Visit an array of fabric houses, choose
beautiful fabrics and have your furniture
upholstered in a special and unique way

Styling by Brisbane Interiors

Styling by Island Living Interiors

• Receive the bonus of trade discount
and access to true and tried
building professionals
• Be introduced to a range of renovating
specialists who can answer your
questions and help make your renovating
a stress- free experience.
QIDA provides their members with
information via workshops and regular
product updates to ensure they are as
informed as possible. They are advised of
industry related events, product launches
and latest innovations. All this information
allows them to assist you with your project
in whatever capacity you see fit.
If you are looking for a decorator,
visit our website www.qida.com.au
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